THE HEAVY COINAGE OF HENRY VI
ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA TO B.N.J. VOL. XXIII

PART I

B.N.J., p. 79; reprint, p. 21
Annulet nobles: a new mule (Messrs. Baldwin) with an obverse of Henry V as (b) but reading HYB, from the same dies as Brooke, English Coins, Pl. XXVII, 3, shows a reverse with lis, i.m., the annulet in one spandrel but not the usual fleurs in the others, while an abnormal Μ is visible, overstamped, at the end of ILLIΩRV, (sic). These errors suggest a very early die, presumably made by Brandeburg while still unfamiliar with the proposed modifications in the reverse design and legend of Henry V's so-called Annulet nobles for his successor's coins.

B.N.J., p. 85; reprint, p. 27
Mules, though too numerous for detailed mention in the list of Groats, include a coin with obv. 13, rev. 14 (Annulet-Trefoil).

PART II

B.N.J., p. 229; reprint, p. 25
Reverse of Pinecone-Mascle noble no. 26 should read MEDIVM not MEDIVM.

B.N.J., p. 231; reprint, p. 27
Reverse legend of 30 a (Leaf-Mascle noble) should show a saltire and not a pinecone after ΑΝΩΤΩν.

B.N.J., pp. 234-5; reprint, pp. 30-1
In London Pinecone-Mascle groats, after 19 d add 19 e with reverse as 19 a but having no reverse initial mark (C.A.W.).

B.N.J., pp. 236-7; reprint, pp. 32-3
In London groats with obv. Leaf-Mascle, rev. Leaf-Trefoil, after 20 c insert 20 c* with new reverse i.m. Cross V, DEVUM*; ΝΕΡΙΩΝ (Baldwin).

On same page reverses of groats 20 f and 22 c should read DEVUM*.
On same page after groat 22 e add 22 f with rev. of 20 e reading ΝΩΝΤΟΡΣ for ΝΩΝΤΟΡΣ (Baldwin).

B.N.J., pp. 238-9; reprint, pp. 34-5.
In London groats group Trefoil (A) after 34 insert 34* with obv. similar to 34 but without .: at the end of the legend, and rev. reading: No. i.m.; DEVUM*; DON*.

(C.A.W.).

B.N.J., pp. 240-1; reprint, pp. 36-7
In London groats group Trefoil (C) before 37 a insert 36* thus: Init. Cross III b HENRIC DI. GER. REX: ΝΕΡΙΩΝ: Σ ΡΑΝ; rev.: No. i.m. DEVUM*; DON* (Baldwin). The new obverse legend differs curiously from the others of this group which are all of a uniform type.

B.N.J., p. 242; reprint, p. 38
Calais Rosette-Mascl groats 16 b and 17 a, 17 b should read Σ ΡΑΝ.

B.N.J., p. 246; reprint, p. 42
At the top of the page the heading “Pinecone-Mascle” should read “Obv., Pinecone-Mascle, Rev., Leaf-Trefoil or Trefoil”.
Rev. 32 d should read “Same die as 31 a”, and not as shown.

B.N.J., p. 250; reprint, p. 46.
Leaf-Trefoil half-groat no. 23 is now known as a true coin (23*) with reverse as 24 b (C.A.W.). This coin, if known to Walters, must have modified his view that its obverse was of the Leaf-Mascle issue.
In Calais Leaf-Mascle half-groats after 29 e (see Addenda on p. 414; reprint, p. 16) add a new coin No. 30 (illustrated below), the last known Calais half-groat (C.A.W.):

Obv. i.m. Cross V **HENRIC·DII·GRAT·REX·ANGLE·S·R.**
Rev. Same die as 29 a.

A mascle in the obverse legend of a Leaf-Mascle half-groat is now known both of London and Calais.

---

**PART III**

Footnote 2 should state that Brooke in *English Coins* intended to include in both London Halfpence and London Farthings Group VIII (Leaf-Pellet), not Group IX (Unmarked issue). Halfpence and farthings of the Unmarked issue are not known.

In London Halfpence, Cross-Pellet (B), after 52 b insert 52* as 52 but with no stop after **REX** and reverse showing no pellets (Baldwin).

C. A. W.